A-Lert X-tra Storage HD© steel storage units are the perfect solution when durable storage is required.
Constructed from all metal components, including optional 16 gauge diamond plate flooring and
customizable trim, our steel storage units are built to last.
Durable, convenient, and attractive, these versatile units can be built to stand alone or can be installed side-by-side to
create larger units. They are not considered to be permanent structures by many local governments, often allowing
owners to bypass the hassles of permitting. They can also turn previously unusable or underutilized land into
profitable rental space. Additional potential tax benefits, such as a accelerated depreciation schedule in comparison
to that of traditional storage buildings, also make them a wise investment.
Call 1-800-210-5375 or visit www.AlertBuildingSystems.com today for more information about X-tra
Storage HD© steel storage units manufactured by A-Lert Building Systems.
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10’ x 15’ and 10’ x 20’ plans available



Does not require a concrete foundation



Available in a variety of colors and trim options

A-LERT BUILDING SYSTEMS
COMPONENT SALES
2065 FM 1102
NEW BRAUNFELS, TX 78132
TOLL FREE: 800-210-5375
PHONE: 830-626-7755, EXT. 134
WWW.ALERTBUILDINGSYSTEMS.COM

FLOOR PLANS AND OPTIONS

Above are two examples of our X-tra Storage HD buildings that were moved after being
constructed to stand side-by-side. The corners in the front where two units met were covered
with trim pieces that make the separate buildings appear to be one long building. The right
picture also illustrates both the trim pieces bridging the gap in between units and the gap in
between the units being left open.

Color Availability for Mullions and Header Panels
Colors
Hawaiian Blue
Sahara Tan
Charcoal Grey
Rustic Red
Crimson Red
Colony Green
Fern Green
Cocoa Brown
Burnished Slate
Polar White
Ash Grey
Light Stone

Mullion and Header Type
Flat
Sculptured/PBR
X
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PRICES
STARTING AT

$4,700*
* Quantity and delivery location may affect
pricing

Please inquire about delivery fees based on your quantity and location. Prices are subject to change without notice. For more
information contact an A-Lert Sales Representative at 800-210-5375.

